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Mumonkan Case 1: Joshu’s puppy

Joshu Osho.  A monk asked Joshu Osho does even a dog have Buddha nature or not?  
Joshu said no.

For those people doing Zen practice or in the case of this dojo doing Tathagata Zen 
practice you are thoroughly warned that at the very beginning of your practice it’s 
necessary to know what Buddha nature is.  According to Buddhism it goes without 
saying that the activity that forms all of us is the very same activity that is forming the 
world that we live in.  Personifying that activity it is called Buddha nature.  The moment 
the act of personification is done already the world that has subject and object in appears. 
Who is it that can personify all things and see them as personified things?  The I am self 
manifests and then it develops and through that possible development it develops the 
function of consciousness.  It is only all of us who have developed to this degree that we 
do consciousness.  

Buddhism says that every single self that does develop to the degree that it does 
consciousness will come to have a question about its own origin.  People who do not 
have this question, people who do not ask themselves what kind of a state was it that was 
my source don’t need to come here and study Zen.  You have a self and that self is 
something that has been born, that has appeared.  And you should all know from your 
experience of the world thus far that everything that is born into this world, everything 
that manifest in this world inevitably will pass away, inevitably will be led to 
annihilation.  What sort of a world is it that we disappear into?  Buddhism  very simply 
can answer this and say the world you disappear into is the same world that you were 
born from.  But from the moment you are born until the moment you die all sorts of 
things are going to happen to you.  Within that process that world of needing to live, as 
well as the world of needing to die will both appear.  

It is impossible to escape from those two worlds.  Those worlds are not fixated however, 
they are changing worlds.  So although you cannot escape from them there’s no need to 
get tied up by them.  Buddhism very kindly and carefully teaches that it is necessary to do
both living and dying.  It is necessary to practice both dying and living.  But that doesn’t 
mean that you have to get tied up by them.  You don’t have to get tied up by them.  The 
teaching of Tathagata Zen is designed so that you will not have to get tied up by the 
living and dying activities.  Tathagata Zen teaches that in order for you not to get tied up 
by the activities of living and dying you must manifest the wisdom that clearly knows 
what those activities are.  In conclusion it can be said that Buddhism simply teaches that 
we must repetitively do living and then dying over and over again.  And at the same time 



manifest the wisdom that clearly knows what those activities of living and dying are.  The
state of the source breaks apart through the living activity taking the initiative.  

When that breaking open of the condition of the origin occurs that is the appearance of 
the world of living.  What is the world that is free from the world of living?  What is the 
world that you can say transcends the living world?  That is the dying world.  It is the 
world of dying that appears when the world of living doesn’t need to be done anymore.  
We appear and we must live.  We do living.  And according to the teaching of Buddhism 
without fail we will come to manifest the state in which living doesn’t need to be done 
anymore.  When that state of not needing to do living anymore is manifest then the dying 
activity takes the lead in the process.  Then the self who manifests is the self who must do
dying.  What I’m saying is that we must live.  Yet just as inevitably, absolutely without 
fail we all will manifest the self that does not need to live anymore.  In the same way 
when the self who must die is manifest the condition in which dying does not need to be 
done anymore also inevitably will appear.  We must live and we must die.  

But, the states of not needing to live and not needing to die will also inevitably manifest.  
The selves that don’t need to live and don’t need to die inevitably appear and those selves
are manifesting what in Buddhism is called Nirvana.  The self appears and does living 
and manifests finally the state that doesn’t need to do living anymore.  That is the dying 
activity.  Then the dying activity manifests until finally the state in which dying doesn’t 
need to be done anymore is manifest.  That is called Nirvana.  Now Buddhism asks you, 
what about that state of Nirvana?  Is it fixated or not?  Please take up this question 
seriously and study for yourself.  What about this state of Nirvana, this activity of 
Nirvana.  Does it fixate or doesn’t it?  Buddhism says that certainly the state of Nirvana is
never fixated.  When the state of not needing to do dying anymore is manifest then 
undoubtedly again the living activity will begin to take the lead.  Then the living activity 
will manifest until the state of not needing to live anymore manifests.  That is also 
Nirvana.  The Nirvana that manifests through the living activity leading appears but also 
is not fixated.  Immediately then the dying activity takes the lead until the state of not 
needing to do dying anymore is manifest which is also Nirvana.  There are these two 
Nirvanas.  

The Nirvana of not needing to live anymore and the Nirvana of not needing to die 
anymore.  They are both Nirvana and yet they do have different characters from each 
other.  When the Nirvana of not needing to live anymore manifests it doesn’t manifest 
through only the living activity acting.  The living activity acts in the lead but it is helped 
by the dying activity.  In the same way according to the teaching of when the dying 
activity is leading it also does not act alone.  It is being helped by the living activity.  
Through being helped by the living activity the dying activity is able to complete itself.  
It is able to manifest a state of not needing to die anymore which is Nirvana.  At least that
one way of understanding this.  When we get down to actually practicing it, to actually 
doing it in Tathagata Zen we say that the living activity is the activity that forms man and
the dying activity is the activity that forms woman.  The state of Nirvana manifests 
through the living activity leading and also through the dying activity leading these two 
ways.  The man acts and does the male activity and being helped by the woman is able to 



manifest the state of Nirvana in which living is needed anymore.  In Tathagata Zen we 
say that Nirvana is the manifestation of true love.  

A monk came from Japan because he wanted to study what kind of Zen is happening in 
America these days.  And maybe he’s sitting there being surprised at what he hears 
during these teishos.  But there’s no need to be surprised.  Just learn this clearly that 
Nirvana is the manifestation of true love.  In the same way when the female activity is 
leading she receives the help from the male activity and through that the state of not 
needing to do dying anymore manifests.  That state of Nirvana manifests.  Maybe there 
aren’t any young Roshis in Japan anymore that are able to shout this kind of Teisho out 
anymore.  But while you’re here please study it carefully.  If you study carefully you will 
come to understand clearly that the ultimate purpose of Tathagata Zen practice is to 
manifest true love.  That is to manifest Nirvana.  However when you get married then 
kids come.  And when children are born it’s fun and enjoyable and you forget about 
suffering.  That is the way that married life goes.  There is no manifestation of true love 
apart from married life.  Buddhism however teaches clearly that even as we have as our 
ideal to manifest true love in life Buddhism also teaches that life is suffering.  Why does 
suffering appear?  Why is it that a husband and wife who have as their ideal to manifest a
life true love, why is it that they feel suffering?  Isn’t it true that when it comes to marital 
quarrelling, when it comes to husband and wife fighting with each other and coming to 
feel I just can’t stand this married life anymore, that kind of fighting often comes from 
feeling that you don’t have enough money to live.  Or feeling that you don’t have enough 
money to live is the result of that kind of fighting.  They go together.  I’m not an 
economist so I probably shouldn’t say much about economics.  But I’m living in the 
material world so from my own experience I perhaps can speak about economics and not 
make any mistakes about it.  There is a kind of living, a way of seeing living in which we 
see that we are dependent upon material things.  In other words we are dependent upon 
money.  That’s living in the economic world.  

Shakyamuni, the Godfather of Buddhism warned us however way back then that Zen 
practitioners, Buddhists, should not set foot in the economic world.  The economic world 
and the political world are intimately related with each other.  The economic world 
means the world of living upon material things.  And as long as we are human beings we 
need the political world as well.  If we didn’t have politics or a political world we would 
be just like animals.  The world of living in a material way is included right in the 
political world.  So if the politics is bad the economics immediately becomes bad and 
everyone suffers from it.  Shakyamuni was very strong and clear in his warning to his 
own students.  He said as long as you are doing Zen practice and manifesting the life of a 
Zen practioners you should not even think about politics.  You shouldn’t become a 
politician and you shouldn’t talk politics either.  On the other hand when it comes to 
living we all must live in a material way.  We live through material things.  

As long as we are living in a material way it is very difficult to be free from living.  Also 
it is very deeply taught that true peace of mind can only come when we are no longer 
living in a material way.  In other words Nirvana can only be manifest when we are no 
longer living through material things.  Appearance, or birth, does happen in a material 



way.  Without its material aspect birth or appearance can not occur.  Buddhism teaches 
that it is only when we overcome that material existence that true peace of mind, that 
Nirvana, can be manifest.  As I spoke about a little bit the day before yesterday.  When 
you read the newspapers and magazines it’s possible to find all kinds of people testifying 
to their own experience of salvation.  They say I’ve got all this money so now I feel 
saved.  Or I found this high position in society so now I feel saved.  But what they are 
concepting to is material salvation not Nirvana, not true salvation.

Within the process of our lives unfailingly we will have to pass through needing to live 
materially.  When living materially completes itself then Nirvana manifests.  In other 
words it is impossible for Nirvana to manifest unless living materially manifests to the 
degree that it is transcended.  You have to experience this for yourselves without mistake.
It is not possible to transcend the material world without taking up the material world as a
problem, without manifesting the material world.  It’s hard when you don’t have money.  
Please investigate this carefully without mistake.  When the material is transcended then 
undoubtedly the world that is not at all touched by material, which is not at all controlled 
by the material world manifests.  That is a manifestation of true love.  However up until 
the moment true love manifests we must manifest the material world over and over again.
It is through that that it is transcended.  In this same process, moments in which the 
material world is transcended manifests uncountable time.  We manifest as material 
things and then without fail we come to transcend that material.  That is Nirvana.  That is 
when we are no longer material beings that is the manifestation of true love.  There are 
two kinds of that world.  There are two times, there are two places when true love 
appears.  When the living activity doesn’t need to be done anymore true love manifests.  
When the dying activity doesn’t need to be done anymore then true love manifests.  

All right you monk from Japan.  Please know that you have to study this principle very 
thoroughly that there are two ways in which true Nirvana appears.  If you just think about
it a little bit it’s possible to think that Buddhism is a contradictory teaching because it 
recognizes the validity of the material world and it also recognizes the validity of 
Nirvana.  The only reason it seems contradictory or difficult is because the self who is 
thinking about it is a fixated self.  Shakyamuni Buddha was the one who clearly taught 
that if you don’t fixate the self there’s nothing at all difficult about this.  And he didn’t 
just say that, he did it.  

People who are Buddhist practitioners, people who are true students of Shakyamuni are 
people who believe that there is nothing superior to practice.  There is nothing better than
doing the teaching.  There is no human personality better than the one that acts.  
Therefore practitioners are the ones that are striving to walk the same path as 
Shakyamuni.  People who are believers in Buddhism are people who believe that 
different than trying to solve the world’s wars and the world’s conflicts through politics, 
the only way to solve the plights and conflicts of this world is through putting into 
practice Buddhist teachings through actually doing them.  And especially Tathagata Zen 
emphasizes this point.  Everyone is the same in that everyone, when we mature to a 
certain degree will come to want to live the life of love, want to manifest the self who is a
loving self.  We all have this same hope.  



Shakyamuni himself, before he became a monk, a professional practitioner had a loving 
life in which he had children of his own.  Shakyamuni came to the realization that the 
thing that gets in the way of manifesting true love is fixating the I am self.  It is only 
when we throw the I am selves totally away that is when true Nirvana manifests.  That is 
when true love manifests.  As long as we insist on fixating ourselves then it is absolutely 
impossible for true love or Nirvana to manifest.  This is a very strict teaching of 
Buddhism.  Thinking this is adorable, this is cute, this is something I want to make mine. 
This is something I must make mine.  It’s so adorable and desirable.  That is called in 
Buddhism love that is infatuated with love, being drowned in love, also called greedy 
love or simply no good love.  In English we also talk about different kinds of love such as
platonic love and lustful love.  And in Buddhism we are very clear about this.  We talk 
about greedy, selfish love on the one hand and true love on the other hand.  There’s 
nothing fundamentally wrong with thirsty, greedy love, but if you get stuck in it, if you 
fixate in it it’s only going to cause great suffering for you and others.  

Shakyamuni Buddha clearly taught that if a person is to manifest true love that imperfect 
self, that imperfect person must take the heart stance of wanting to manifest true love.  
The perfect self doesn’t need to advance or develop any more.  It doesn’t need to seek 
anything to love anymore.  As long as you are seeking something or someone to love that
is the imperfect self that is seeking.  When the perfect manifests it is no longer seeking 
anything.  So we say this very difficult thing.  We say when true love manifests then you 
are loving nothing.  There is nothing. When true love manifests there is no one suffering 
and no one causing suffering.  Isn’t that what Buddhism means by emptiness?  That’s 
why at least - as one way of explaining it we say that - true love is the emptiness activity. 
Nirvana is the emptiness activity.  Finally I’ve gotten to the part where I can start talking 
about the mu koan, which was my entire purpose from the very beginning and I lit a fire 
under myself and tried to get there today but then the bell rang again.  I just can’t seem to
do it.  I’m tied up by time.  At least from this I’d like you to manifest the wisdom that 
knows the principle of what Nirvana is.  I’d like you to know that Nirvana is a state in 
which there’s no seeking and no being sought.  In which it isn’t necessary to be born or to
die.  And that there are two essential places where this Nirvana manifests.  Zen is taught 
now, the Zen that has been taught in Japan since world war II and the Zen that was taught
in Japan before World War II seems to me to be very different from each other.  In Zen 
there are no barriers.  There’s only one world therefore there are no barriers.  It’s only the
I am self that makes barriers.  And I’m sure the monk who’s come to practice with us 
from Japan would agree with me when I say those things.  

So I’d like all of you to have some conversations with him and ask him what he has been 
taught in Japan about Zen.  There are many different difficult books that Zen practitioners
study like the Heikkigan Roku or the compendium of Chinese koans and such but it’s 
really not necessary to study those.  The Mumonkan is one of those difficult books that it 
isn’t really necessary to study.  When you wake up to the fact that your very nature is to 
be a being whose purpose is to manifest true love.  When you realize that you 
fundamentally are something that practices true love then you can go and read the Blue 



Cliff Record and read the Mummonkan just for enjoyment, just as if you are meeting 
your friend.  But until you have that realization it is not necessary to study it.
The manifestation of true love never stops.  

The manifestation of true love does the living activity and the dying activity over and 
over again.  This is what I want you to from the very start catch without mistake.  Tatha 
Gata and Tatha Agata, living and dying repeat over and over again one after the next.  
And in the process of that repetition states of Nirvana will manifest.  And also states in 
which the heart manifests the heart of human feeling the heart of a sentient being the 
heart that doesn’t want to die but wants to live.  Those states, the opposite of Nirvana 
states will also manifest within the same process.  What I want you all to do is to take the 
attitude, to have the fundamental purpose to manifest the wisdom that knows this through
and through for yourself.  

But is a very difficult thing to do.  There’s no way that you can say that it’s an easy thing.
It’s hard.  Where do these two essential opposing activities, forces, act?  What kind of a 
world do men act in?  What sort of a world do women take as their place to act in a 
womanly way?  Buddhism comes from a different point of view and teaches that true 
human being is neither a man nor a woman.  In Buddhism that is called a bodhisattva.  In 
Tathagata Zen we call it the completed human being, the true person.  A bodhisattva is 
one who is doing the activity of bodhisattva who is walking the road of the bodhisattva.  
That’s a real human being.  When you’re a man or a woman you’re only manifesting half 
of the true nature of being a person.  A true person is neither man nor woman.  A 
complete human being is the bodhisattva that’s not a man nor a woman.  The moment 
you fixate your I am you are no longer manifesting a bodhisattva.  Then you have fallen 
into the human world you are stuck in either being a man or a woman.  

Through the practice that leads to the wisdom arising that knows that you are a 
bodhisattva.  In the old days practitioners who practiced to the extent that they did 
manifest that wisdom came to understand that Buddhism is no Buddhism.  Buddhism is 
not Buddhism.  Buddhism is Shukyo, the study of the foundation.  What is Shukyo?  
Shukyo is Buddhism.  Shukyo and Buddhism are synonymous with each other.  
Buddhism is the study of the fundamental, the foundation of each person.  So please 
know that although they are often used interchangeably shukyo does not mean religion.  
Religious teachings are teachings that need god.  

Buddhism is a teaching that is built upon no God.  However, Buddhism also teaches that 
as long as you are stuck in manifesting an I am self you need the religious point of view.  
Therefore it isn’t necessary to reject the god of religion.  But it is no good to fall into 
thinking that there is a fixated one and only god.  The teaching of Buddhism is a 
teaching, which, on the one hand recognizes the manifestation of a one and only god but 
on the other hand says that God is not fixated and cannot be taken as an object.  What 
Buddhism teaches is the natural law, the fundamental principle behind the very being of 
the world, behind the very nature of our world. 



Buddhism teaches about the source of the world and how that source works in a 
principled way.  This universe is formed through this principled activity and this activity 
is comprised of two essential opposing forces.  Buddhism however further says that it is 
necessary for each of us to manifest the wisdom that really knows this for ourselves.  
Therefore from the old days Buddhism has always been called the wisdom teaching.  
Wisdom, however, is not separate from doing.  True, Don’t forget this.  True wisdom 
comes through practice.  Practice is the manifestation of the activity of wisdom.  

Buddhism therefore is not just the wisdom teaching.  Buddhism is manifestation of the 
activity of wisdom.  What is that wisdom activity?  What kind of a world does the 
wisdom activity work in?  There is no true wisdom separate from practice.  The activity 
of wisdom brings into being the place of practice.  The world comes into being through 
practice and conversely we can see that the world has the practice activity as its content.  
And that activity is an activity in which Tatha Gata and Tatha Agata are working together
will-lessly.  Tatha Gata and Tatha Agata work will=lessly together and manifest this self 
that says I am .  Tatha Gata and Tatha Agata working will-lessly manifest this free 
universe.  

Will-less activity is the activity of emptiness.  The emptiness activity, don’t forget, is 
comprised of both plus and minus acting together, meeting and unifying and facing and 
unifying over and over again.  The activity of Tatha Gata and Tatha Agata together is an 
activity that never veers from this principle, from this law of nature, never falls off of this
way of acting.  The activity of Tatha gata and Tatha Agata will-lessly following this 
fundamental principle without ever veering from it manifests the world of complete life 
through the living activity which is the perfect ultimately large world.  And then 
manifests the world of complete death which is the ultimately small world, the world of 
not needing to die anymore over and over again.  As we get old, as I get old, my voice 
leaves me.  So maybe there will be a time where people will order me to not give Teisho 
anymore.  In any case it’s through the activity of plus and minus that the place plus and 
minus act in appears.  And without the activity of plus and minus that activity would not 
disappear either.  The material world inevitably appears through activity.  But the 
material world is not the complete world.  It is only when the material world is gone that 
the complete, perfect Nirvana world manifests.  Now you should understand finally that 
you must practice this yourself.  Tomorrow I’ll begin talking about the ways Tathagata 
Zen teaches us to do this activity, to practice this activity.  No matter what angle you try 
to think about it from, it’s just hard.  If you really throw yourself into practice, even if 
you have no idea what you are really doing at first, somehow or another even you never 
get to the point where you can really explain it, somehow or another you will come to see
that the purpose of your life is to manifest true love, is to manifest Nirvana.


